Boost your
Blog Power...
Blogging Checklist
& Framework

Method in the Madness
#1 Brainstorm your topic: Before you do
anything else, you need to know what your
blog is about. For tips on how to find a
blog topic check this out.

#6 Add a bit of clout: Can you include
a statistic, a quote from an expert, or a
client story to add a bit of clout to
your content?

#2 Think about Who, Why, What: Who is
your target reader, why do they care about
this topic, what do you want them to do
after reading. More on this here.

#7 Include a Call to Action: Remember
your Who, Why, What. What do you want
your reader to do? Make sure you include
this with a clear and easy way to action.

#3 Choose your Focus Keyword and
2-3 secondary keywords: Research what
keywords your target reader would put
into Google to find this blog.

#8 Find your Images: Choose a strong
header image and 2-3 images to put in
and break up the copy. When you upload
your image make sure you add your ‘focus
keyword’ to at least one image alt tag.

What questions are you answering?
You want one focus keyword and 2 or 3
secondary keywords to use in your copy.
#4 Writing your Title: Your title needs to
entice people to click through and read.
Try including a ‘power’ word to give your
title an intriguing or emotional pull.
More on this here.

#9 Write your meta description: Your
meta description is the little snippet of
text that appears on Google under the
link to your page. In a maximum of 160
characters, you need to tell your potential
reader what’s in the blog and why they
want to click through and read it.

#5 Pick some sub-headers: Break up your
content with sub-headers to make it easier
to scan and read. If appropriate use your
keywords in headers where you can.
More on this and formatting here.

#10 Format your blog: When you upload
your blog try and keep your paragraphs
short, with plenty of white space around
them to breathe. Use your images to help
break up blocks of text.

#11 PUBLISH!

Forget perfection and give yourself a
tweaking time limit, then just press
the button!

TOP TIP: You do not have to write your blog in the order
that it will end up in. In fact, leaving the title for last is
usually my go-to. Write the bits that come easiest first and
get into your flow. Then come back and add in the tricker
bits before giving your blog a final polish.

Boost your Blog Power Checklist
Focus Keyword in title, first 100 words of intro, one sub header, URL,
and meta description
Secondary Keywords in body copy
Focus Keyword in image alt tag
Call to Action
Internal Link (to another blog, product, or page)
Meta Description Up to 160 characters including spaces
URL 50-60 characters

Boost your Blog Power Framework
This is a loose framework for you to work from to make sure you tick off everything on
your blogging checklist. Please copy and paste the below headers into your preferred
word processing programme, and use them as a base to get started from.
Please note: Your meta title and blog title should match.
Blog URL
(50-60 characters)

Introduction

Meta Title

Sub-headers
(at least three)

Meta Description
(up to 160 characters)

Conclusion

Title/Header

Call To Action

PUBLISH!!

If you’d like some help with your content,
take the next step.
If you’re still struggling
then book in for a
free discovery call
with me and let’s
brainstorm together.

thecaninecopywriter.co.uk

